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Abstract- Sub-resolution assist features (SRAFs) 
provide an absolutely essential technique for critical 
dimension (CD) contro1 and process window enhance- 
ment in subwavelengt h lithography. However, as focus 
levels change during manufacturing, CDs at a given 
Gilegai” pitch can fail t o  achieve manufacturing toler- 
ances required for adequate yield. Furthermore, a d o p  
tion of off-axis illumination (OAI) and SRAF tech- 
niques to enhance resolution at minimum pitch wors- 
ens printability of patterns at other pitches. This 
paper describes a novel dynamic programming-based 
technique for Assist-Feature Correctness (AFCorr) in 
detailed placement of standard-cell designs. For bench- 
mark designs in 130nm and 90nm technologies, AF- 
Corr achieves improved depth of focus and substan- 
tial improvement in CD control wi,h  negligible timing, 
area, or CPU overhead. The advantages of AFCorr 
are expected to increase in future technology nodes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Optical lithography h is  been a key enabler of the ag- 
gressive IC technoIogy scaling irnpiicit in Moore’s Law. 
Minimum feature sizes have outpaced the introduction 
of advanced lithography hardware solutions, so that gate 
length and CD tolerances prescribed in the 2003 Interna- 
tional Technology Roadmap for Seiniconductdrs (ITRS) 
[I] are extreinely difficult to achievc. As a result, res- 
olution erihancenicnt techniques (RETS) such ,as optical 
proximity correction (OPC), phase shift masks (PSM), 
and Ob1 are being pusl!ed ever closer to fundamental res- 
olution limits [a ] .  Combinations of these techniques can 
provide ccrtain advantages for lithography manrifactur- 
ing, e.g., OAT and OPC, together with SRAF, achieve en- 
I-lanced CD control and focus margin at  minimum pitch. 

However, when OAI is used, there will always bc other 
(non-miniinum) pitches for which the angle of illumina- 
tion works with the angle of diffraction to produce a bad 
distribution of diffraction orders in the lens. These pitches 
are called fwb idden  pitches because of their lower print- 
ability, and designers should avoid such pitches in the 
layout. However, it is very difficult to,consider all pos- 
sible forbidden pitches in .the design stage, particularly 
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since the forbidden pitches are dependent on optical con- 
ditions which arc often tuned in manufacturing. The 
resulting forbzdden pztch problem for the manufacturing- 
critical poly layer must be solved beforc detailed routing, 
since routing “locks in” the poly layer layout. At the same 
time, we wish to address the forbidden pitch problem as 
late as possible, to avoid extra rework upon modification 
of thc manufacturing process rccipe. In this paper, we de- 
scribe a novel dynamic programming-based algorithm for 
AFCorr (Assist-Feature Correctness), which uses flexibil- 
ity in detailed placement to avoid forbidden pitches and 
the manufacturing uncertainty that they cause. 

A. Related Works 

We now review previous works related to forbidden 
pitches and their design implications. Socha et al. [3] 
observe that under more aggressivc illuniinatiori schemes 
such as annular and quasar illumination, some optical 
phenomena become more promincnt, most notably the 
forbidden pitch phenomenon. Shi et al. [4] give a theorcti- 
cal analysis of pattern distortion in forbidden pitches, due, 
to destriictivc light field interference. Although SRAFs 
are an effective method to collect high-order diffraction 
on the entrance pupil plane of a. projection lens [5 ] ,  Shi et 
al. report that incorrect SRAF placements around a given 
main feature c m  actually degrade the process latitude of 
that feature. A-number of previous works have proposed 
techniques to control forbidden pitches using optimization 
of optical conditions such as numerical aperture (NA) and 
illuminator aperture shape of OAI [6, 71. 

7 
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B. Contributions of This Work ’ 

In this paper, we first present various analyses of lithog- 
raphy printability within the context of the standard cell 
based design methodology. Our goal is to minimize CD 
variation error and enhance feature printability and reli- 
ability. Our main contributions are as follows. 

c The adoption of model-based OPC implies that the 
post-OPC correction bias may lead to unintended 
printing of assist features. Thus, SRAF rules should 
be adjusted for typical post-OPC linewidths and 
spaces, In this context, we give a more realis- 
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Fig. 1. Comparison,of Btrssung plots between dense and isolated 
lines : (a) results of Bias OPC and (b) results of SRAF OPC. 

tic methodology for forbidden pitch extraction and 
SRAF insertion rule generation. 

0 We propose a novel post-detailed placement per- 
turbation algorithm for Assist-Feature Correctness 
(AFCorr). AFCorr uses efficient dynamic program- 
ming methods i,o remove forbidden pitches in a 
given detailed placement. In conjunction with intelli- 
gent process-aware library layout, this technique can 
achieve substantial improvements in depth of focus 
(DOF) margin and CD control. 

C. Organization of thc Paper 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we review FLET and its layout impact, focus- 
ing our discussion on strong OAI and OPC with SRAF. 
' Section 3 introduces the proposed post-placement pertur- 
bation technique. Evaluation flows to validate its impact 
on lithographic manufacturability and experimental re- 
sults are described in Section 4. We coriclude in Section 
5 with directions for ongoing research. 

11. RET AND LAYOUT IMPACT 

The extension of optical lithography beyond the 
quarter-micron regime has been enabled by a number of 
reticle enhancement techn/ques.> These RETs address the 
available thrcc degrees of freedoms in lithography, namely: 
aperture, phase, and/or pattern uniformity [la]. Howevcr 
the adoption of diffcrent RETs dictates ccrtain tradeoffs 
with various aspects of process and performance. 

Off-axis illumination (OAI) brings light to the mask at  
an oblique angle. As the angle of diffraction through cer- 
tain aperture shapcs matches a given pitch, higher-order 
pattcrn information can be projceted on the pupil plane 
as determined by the numerical aperture (NA) of the il- 
lumination system. This technique enables thc smallest 
pitch on the,mask to obtain higher resolution and ex- 
tended focus margin. However, other pitches beyond the 
optimiim angle will have a lower process margin com- 
pared to conventional illumination (i.e., with a' circular 
aperture). Since strong OAI is an essential technique in 
current lithography, these pitches should be forbidden; 
their avoidance is a new challenge for physical design au- 
tomation. OPC is the deliberate and proactive distor- 
tion of photomask shapes to compensate for systematic 
and stable patterning inaccuracies. Bias OPC, the most 
common and straight-forward application of OPC, has 
proved to be a useful technique for matching photore- 
sist edges to layout edges with essentially a layout sizing 
technique. However, bias OPC has limitations in enhanc- 
ing process margins with respect to depth of focus and 
exposure dose. The Bossung plot' in Figure 1 shows that 
bias OPC is not sufficient to reduce theCD difference be- 
tween isolated and dense patterns with varying focus and 
exposure dose. The CD distortion in the isolated pattern 
is usually a problem since lithography and RET recipes 
are not tuned or optirnized'for isolated lines [ll]. The 
SRAF UPC technique combines pattern biasing with as- 
sist feature insertion to compensate for the deficiencies 
of bias OPC. SRAFs (or, Scattering Bars (SB)), which 
are extremely narrow'lincs that do not actually print on 
the wafer, modify the wavefront and allow the lens pupil 
to receive higher-order pattcrn information. The SRAFs 
are placed adjacent to  primary patterns, such that a rel- 
atively isolated primarv line behaves more like a dense 
line. This works well for bringing2 the lithographic per- 
formance of isolated and dense lines into agreement. The 
DOF margin of the isolated linc as shown in Figure l(b) 
is considerably improved from that shown in Figure l(a),  
and a larger overlap of process window2 between dense' 
and isolated lines is achievcd. 

The key observation is that the SRAF technique places 
more constraints on tlic spacing bet&een patterns. SRAFs 
can be added whenever a poly line is sufficiently isolated, 
hut a ccrtain niininfum assist-to-poly arid assist-to-assist 
spacings are required to prevent SRAFs from printing 
space[l2]. If the assist feature insertion is not considered 
during layout, sizing of assist feature and adjustment of 
exposure dose must be applied. This will cause prob- 
lems in mask inspection as well as CD degradation. For 
instance, smaller SRAFs make mask inspection difficult 
arid require higher-resolution inspection tools. 

'The Bossung plot shows multiple CD versus defocus curves at 
different exposure doses, and has been a useful tool to evaluate l i t h e  
graphic matlllfacturability. The common process window between 
dense and isolated patterns is an increasingly i m p o r t a h  require 
ment to maintain CD toler,ances in the  subwavelength lithography 
regime. 

2Process window is defined its the range of exposrirc dose ahd 
defocus within which acceptable CD tolcrance is maintained. 
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Fig. 2.  The modified design and evaluation flows: Note the added 
steps of forbidden pitch extraction and post-placement 
aptimization t o  ASIC design flow 

111. ASSIST FEATURE CORRECTION METHODOLOGY 

A .  Modified Design and Evaluation How 

To account for riew geometric constraints that arise due 
to SRAF OPC in physical design, we add forbiddcn pitch 
extraction and post-placement optimization into the cur- 
rent ASIC design methodology. Figure 2 shows the mod- 
ified design and evaluation flows in the regime of for- 
bidden pitch restrictions. Of course, we must assume 
that the Library cells themselvcs have been laid out with 
awareness of forbidden pitches, and indeed our experi- 
ments with conirnercial libraries confirni that there are 
no forbidden pitch violations ill poly geometries within 
commercial standard cells. SRAF insertion rules to en- 
hance DOF marg"n arc determined based on best and 
worst focus models.3 Post-placement optimization gencr- 
ates a new placement which is rrivre conducive to insertion 
of SRAFs, thus allowing a larger process window to be 
achieved. The two layouts generated by conventional and 
assist-correct flow undergo comprehensive SRAF OPC. 
The amount and impact of the applied RET is a function 
of the circuit layout. Thus we can evaluate how assist- 
correct placement impacts circuit pcrformance and print- 
ability/inanufacturability according to the metrics SRAF 
insertions and edge placement errors (EPE). Thc follow- 
ing subsections give more details of forbiddm pitch ex- 
traction and its design implerrientation. , 

B. SRAF Rule arid Forbidden Pitch Generation 

Lack of space may prohibit insertion of a sufficient num- 
ber of SRAFs, and as a result patterns may'violate CD 
tolerance through defocus. Forbidden pitches are pitch 
values for which the tolerance of a given target CD is vio- 
lated. Allowable pitches are all pitches other than forbid- 
den pitches. In this subsection, we summarize the criteria 

.. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Multiple interactions of gate-to-gate, gatoto-field, and 
field-tegate, and (b) overlapped area in the region A of (a). 

for SRAF insertion and forbidden pitch extraction con- 
sidering a worst-defocus model. Our SRAF insertion rule 
is initially generated based on the theoretical background 
given in [4]. Positioning of SFLAFs is then adjusted based 
on OPC results. Large CD degradation through-pitch in- 
creases pattern bias as model-based OPC is applied, and 
this requires trimming of the SRAF rule to guarantee bet- 
ter proccss margin and prevent the SRAFs from ~ r i n t i n g . ~  
After applying SRAF OPC with 'the best-focus model, 
tcst patterns are simulated with the worst-defocus model. 
This evaluation yields the forbidden pitches, considering 
maximum printability and manufacturability. The for- 
bidden pitch ruk  is determined based on CD tolerance 
and worst dcfocus level, which are ip turn dependent on 
requirements of device performance and yield. In all of 
the work we report here, CD tolerance is assumed to be 
510% of minimum line width while the worst defocus level 
is assumed t o  be 0.5pm. 

C. Assist Feature Correction 

In this. subsection, we describe the proposed AFCorr 
placement perturbation algorithm for assist feature cor- 
rection. Single orientation polysilicon geometries are be- 
coming coninion for the current and future process gen- 
erations. Moreover, gates are typically laid out vertically 
(assuming horizontal cell rows). As a result, in the cur- 
rent work we consider only the horizont,al forbidden pitch 
constraints. This allows us to  treat the placemerit of a 
given cell row indepcndent of all other rows. Thercfore, 
in the following we describe the single TCW AFCorr per- 
turbation algorithm, using which the 2D AFCorr problem 
is soivcd one cell row at a time. 

Given a cell C,, let LP, and RP, be the sets of valid 
poly geometries in the cell which'are located closest to 
the left and right outlines of the cell respectively. Only 
geometries with length larger than the minimum allow- 
able length of SRAF features are considered.: .Define 

I 

3Jn general, the best focus is s h i r t 4  from aero to about O.lpm 
due to refraction in the resist. The worst defocus is the maximiirri 
allowable defocus corner for manufacturability in a lithography sys- 
tem. 

4More complicated approaches to SRAF rule generation may in- 
volve ceoptirnjzation of model-based OPC and SRAF insertion. We 
do not address such involved optimizations of OPC, since the focus 
of our work is OPC-aware design and not OPC itself. . 
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skP’ to be the spaci: between the left outiine of the cell. 
and the i t h  left border poly geometry. Also assume a 
set AF = A 4 , .  . . , AF; of spacings which are “assist- 
correct”, i.e., if the spacing between two gate poly shapes 
belongs to the set AF, then the required number of assist 
features can.be inserted between the two poly geometries. 
AFj denotes the jth. member of the set of assist-feature 
correct spacings AF’ whcn AF is assumed to be sorted 
in increasing order. Note that the set AF may contain 
a number of spacings which correspond to varying SRAF 
widths. Let w, denote the width of cell Ga and let xa 
denote its (leftmost) placement coordinate in, the given 
standard cell row, where coordinates increase from left 
to right. In addition, let b denote a cell placement per- 
turbation to adjust the spacing between cells. Then the 
assist-correct placement per turba t ion  problem is: 

Minimize I 6i 1 ,  
&+I + z,+i - 2, -- 6, - W~ + ~$+9“ + s f P g  E AS 

s.t. LPk and RPY overlap 

The objective can be made aware of cells in critical 
paths by a weighting function. Since the available numbcr 
of allowable spacings is very small, obtaining a completely 
assist-correct solution is usually not possible in a fixed cell 
row width context. ‘Therefore, a more tractable objective 
is to  minimize the expected CD error at a-predetermincd 
defocus level. We solve this ‘‘continuous” version of the 
above problem with the following dynamic programming 
recurrence. 

I 

Cost(a, b)  is the cost of placing cell a at  placement site 
number b. The cells and the placement sites are indexed 
from left to right in  the standard cell row. We restrict 
the perturbation of any cell to i S R C H  placement sites 
from its initial location. This helps contain the delay and 
runtime overheads of AFCorr placement post-processing. 
X is a factor which decides the relative importance of pre- 
serving the initial placement and the final AFCorr benefit 
achieved for each given cell instance; in the current im- 
plementation, X is directly proportional to the number 
of critical timing paths that pass through the given cell 
instance. €€Cost corresponds to the printability deterio- 
ration undcr defocus conditions for the vertically oriented 
poly geometries closest to the cell boundary, and depends 
on the difference between the current nearest-neighbor 
spacing of the polys and the closest assist-feature correct 
spacing. The method of computing HCost is shown in 
Figure 4. Ogg, Off and 0 , ~  correspond t o  the length of 
overlapped area in the cases of gate-to-gate, field-to-field 
and gate-to-field poly as shown in Figure 3. In addition, 
egg, c f f :  and egf are proportionality factors which spec- 
ify the relative importance of printability for gate and 
field poly. Typically, gate poly geometries need to’ be 

HCost(a,b,a-l,i] of Cell C, 
Input: 

User-defined weight for overlapping field polys : C J ~  

User-defined weight for overlapping gate polys : cgg 
User-defined weight for overlapping gate and field pulys : c s j  
Origin z (left) coordinate and length of cell C, = b 
Origin z (left) coordinate and length of cell C,-1 = i 
Width of cell C, = wrr 
Width of cell C,-I = wa-l 

output: 
Value of HCost 

Algorithm: 
O1.Case a = 1 : HCosl(1; b )  = 0 
0Z.Case a > 1 Do 
03. A’:= cardinality of the set RI‘,-, 
04. M:= cardinality of the set LP,, 
05. For ( k =  1 ; k = N ;  k =k+l){ 
06. For ( g =  1 ; g = M I  g =  g +  1) {, 
Let H y p a c e ( k ,  g) denote the horizontal spacing between RP,”_, 
and let LP:. O f j ( k , g ) ,  O f s ( k , g )  and O,,(k,g) denote 
the field-twfield, field-to-gate and gate-to-gate overlap lengths 
between RP,k-, and LP:. Then slope($ is the degradation of 
CD with respect to pitch when spacing between two poly 
geometries is between AF, and AF,+, . 

07. 
/* Calculate overlap weight between RP: and LP,9-1 *,’ 

weight(g,  k )  = s lope ( j )  x (Hspace(k, 9) - A F j )  

s.t. AF,+l > H s p a c e ( k , g )  2 A F , ,  
x ( c f f o f s ( ” . d  f c s f O , f ( k , g )  + c g s O , , ( k g ) )  

08. 
1 

Hcost (a ,  b ,  a. - 1, i) += weigk l (g ,  k) 

Fig. 4. The algorithm of horizontal Cost, HCost, calculation. 

better controlled through process as they have been di- 
rect impact on performance. Therefore, a typical order 
is cgg 2 cfg 2 c i f .  Finally slope(j) is defined as delta 
CD difference over delta pitch between AF’ and AF,+l. 
Thus, perturbation cost is a function of slope, length and 
weight of overlapped polys, and space for SRAF inser- 
tion. Our algorithm takes a legal placement as an in- 
put, and outputs a legal placement with better depth of 
focus properties. The calculation time of HCost highly 
depends on N and M which are less then 3 in the stan- 
dard cell designs. The runtimk of the AFCorr algorithm 
is O(ncelE x SRCH),  where ncell is the total number of 
cells in the design. 

Iv. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experimental Setup 

We synthesize the ah128 benchmark design from 
Opencores in Artisan TSMC 0.13fim and Artisan . 
XSMC 0. U9pm libraries using Synopsys Design Compiler 
v$UU3.06-SPl. alu128 synthesizes to 13279 cells and 8722 
cells in 130nrn and 9Onm tcchnologies, respectively.. The 
synthesized netlists are placed with row utilization rang- 
ing from 50% to 90% using Cadence First Encounter w3.3. 
All designs are trial routed before .running timing analy- 
sis. On the lithography side, we use KLA-Tencor Prolith 
to  generate models for OPC. Mentor Graphics Calibre is 
used for model-based OPC, SRAF OPC and optical rule 
checking (ORC). Simulation is performed with wavelength 
X = 248nm and numerical aperture NA = 0.6 for 130nm 
and X =. 193nm and NA = 0.75 for 90nm. An annular 
aperture with 

Proximity plots with fixed line width of 0.13pm are 
illustrated in Figure .5. Exposure dose focuscs on the 

= 0.85j0.65 is used for both processes. 
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#SRAF = 0 
#SRAF = 1 
#SRAF = 2 
# S M F  = 3 
YSHAF = 4 

TABLE I 
SRAF RULE TARLE IN 0.13pm AND o.agpm LITHOGRAPHY. 

i 0.13pm Lithography 0.OQfim Lithography 

0 5 X < 0.51 0.28- 0 5 X < 0.41 0.162 
0.51 5 X < 0.73 0.22 0.41 5 X < 0.57 0.075 
0.73 5 X < 0.95 0.105, 0.57 5 X < 0.73 0.062 
0.95 5 X < 1.17 0.07 0.73 5 X < 0.89 , 0.050 

1.17 < X - 0.02 0.89 < x 0.012 

Pitch(X : p m )  Slope Pitch(X : pm) Slope ' 

SB-1 S E 2  SB=3 SB=4 170 

-1 n .  
50' 

1 ' '  a W / @  Dpc(EeS1 D@i) 
10 --W/@qx(Defocus) 

i + ~ l f f i ~ ~ ~ ( ~ e ~ o c u s )  ' 
, -e-SRAFOPC(Oefocus) J 

1 
I 

, --- , , , -30 4 
100 300 ,500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 

pitch {nm) 

Fig. 5. Evaluation of proximity plots in through-pitch: Best focus 
without OPC, worst defocus without OPC, worst defocus with 
BIAS OPC. and worst defocns with S U F  OPC. 

pattern in the minimum pitch of 0.13jrm. CD degrada- 
tion increases through-pitch as the defocus level increases. 
Patterns in the pitches of over 0 . 4 p m  before OPC are 
outside the allowable tolerance range at the worst defo- 
cus of 0.5pm. After bias OPC, pitches up to 0 . 3 8 ~ 4  arc 
allowable for CD tolerance while all pitches larger than 
than 0.38pm should be forbidden. Aftcr evaluating SRAF 
OPC patterns with the worst defocus model, a set of for- 
bidden pitches is obtained as follows: [0.37, 0.5091, [0.635, 
0.7291, IO.82: 0.9491, and [1.09, 1.1691 (microns). Forbid- 
den pitches still remain after SRAF OPC even though 
OPC considerably reduces' forbidden pitches in cotnpari- 
son to bias OPC. We generate SRAF rules bascd on the 
criteria rrieritioned above, with results in Table I. SRAF 
width is GOnIn for 130nm and 40nm for SOnm technology. 

B. Experimental Resirlts 

The post-placement optimization is performed based 
on forbidden pitches and slopes of CD error within them. 
After AFCorr placenierit perturbation! we obtain a new 
placement wherein the coordinates of ceIls have been 
adjusted to avoid the forbidden pitches. We use three 
printability quality metrics. Forbidden Pitch Count i s  the 
number of border poly geometries estimated as having 
greater than 10% CD error through-focus. EPE Count is 
the number of edge fragments on border poly geometries 
having greater than 10% edge placement error a t  the 
worst defocus level. This is estiniat,ed by ORC. SB Count 
is the total number of scattering bars or SRAFs inserted 
in the,design. A higher number of SRAFs indicates 
less ,through-focus variation and is hence desirable. 

Fig. 6 .  Number of SRAFs with and without AFCorr for each of 
five different utilizations. 

I W  

m 

70 

Fig. 7. Reductions of EPE and forbidden pitches with and 
without AFCorr for each of five different utilizations. 

We use cfs = cgg = cff = 0.33, X(a) = 9 x 
(number of top 200 critical paths passing through cell a) 
and SRCH = 5. 

Figure 6 shows that the total number of SRAFs in- 
creases as the iitilizatiori decreases, due to increased 
whitespace between cells. The benefit of the AFCorr de- 
creaes with lower utilization because the design already 
has enough whitespace for SRAF insertion. Due to the 
additional numbcr of SRAFs inserted thcre is a small in- 
crease in SRAF OPC runtime (< 3.6%) and final data 
volume (< 3%). Reductions of EPE and forbidden pitch 
are investigated for each utilization as shown in Figure 7. 
Forbidden Pitch Count is reduced by 81%-100% in 1301im 
and 93%-100% in 90ntn. EPE Count is reduced by 74%- 
95% in 13~nn1  and 83%-96% in SOnm. In addition, SE 
Count improves by 0.1%-7.4% for 130nm and 0%-7.9% 
for 90nni. Note that these numbers are small as they 
correspond to the entire layout rather than just the bor- 
der poly geometries. The change in estimated post-trial 
route circuit delFy ranges from -7% to  fll%. All of these 
results are summarized in Table 11. 
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Utilization (%): 90 80 70 
Flow: Typical AFCorr Typical AFCorr Typical AFCorr 

158987 171691 173673 183860 185493 192578. 
130nm #Forbidden 10329 1936 6599 267 4032 51 

# EPE 8772 2267 5976 962 4276 274 

GDS (ME) 42.9 41.9 41.8 42.3 42.2 42.2 

90nm , # Forbidden 7795 545. 4945 75 2753 34 

# EPE 7523 1262 4813 532 2131 107 
Runtime (3) 4835 5011 5451 5535 5529 5632 
GDS (MB) 41.1 42.3 41.2 I 43.2 42.2 42.3 
Delay (ns) 2.478 2.305 2.458 2.602 2.522 2.47 

# SE 

Runtime (s) 6721 6732 , 6839 6899 6878 6923 

Delay (ns) 4.21 4.49 4.547 4.444 4.501 4.372 

# SB 115652 128387 139182 14752 153904 156244 

V. CONCLTJXONS AND ONGOING WORK 

60 50 
Typical AFCorr Typical AFCorr 

2266 5 181 0 
195741 199704 212079 212412 

1732 101 199 9 ’  
6943 6944 7032 7039 
44.9 44.9 45.2 45.4 
5.142 4.976 5.051 4.942 
1488 31 57 0 

164264 165649 182572 182666 

5685 5698 5943 5944 
42.9 42.8 43.6 43.6 
2.867 3.176 3.113 3.046 

1329 5e 163 5 

In this work, we have presented a novel placement- 
perturbation technique, called AFCorr, BS a practical and 
effective approach to achieve assist feature compatibility 
in physical layouts. AFCorr leads to reduced CD variation 
and enhanced DOF margin. AFCorr placement perturba- 
tion can achieve up to 100% reduction in number of cell 
border poly geometries having forbidden pitch violations. 
The corresponding reduction in large edge placement er-’ 
fors is up to 100%. We also achieve up to 7.9% increase 
in the number of inserted scattering bars. The increases 
of data size, OPC running time and maximum delay over- 
heads of AFCorr are within 3%, 4% and 11% respectively. 
The runtime of AFCorr placement perturbation is negligi- 
ble ( N 3 minutes) compared to the running time of OPC 
( - 2 hours). 

We are currently engaged in further experimental vali- 
dation and research. For example, we would like to con- 
firm the EPE sensitivity improvement expected by AF- 
Corr. Our ongoing research is in the. following directions: 

Pattern bridge hetween field poly geometries is a ma- 
jor reason for yield degradation even though CD vari- 
ation of gates determines circuit performance. Exten- 
sions to AFCorr to account for interactions between 
adjacent cell rows are under investigation. 

. 

Restricted design rules are gaining support in the in- 
dustry. Part of our ongoing work analyzes “correct- 
by-construction” standard-cell layouts which are al- 
ways AFCorrect in any placement scenario. We 
intend to compare such an approach with AFCorr 
placement perturbation in ternis of design as well as 
manufactrirability metrics. 

AS AFCorr only affects inter-cell forbidden pitches, 
‘ its benefit would be larger for designs using smaller 

sized cells. We intend to further study this depen- 
dence by analyzing a variety of testcase designs. 

Certain devices and cells may be able to tolerate more 
process variation than others in the design. We are 
investigating techniques to bias the AFCorr solution 
in favor of such devices to reduce timing and power 
impact and increase overal parametric yield. 

We are verifying greater advantages of AFCorr that 
are expected in future technology nodes, e.g., exten- 
sions to phase-shift mask cell “composability?’ and 
etch dummy optimization. . .  
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